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The increasing ability to interconnect computexx throughintemetworking, wireless networks, high-bandwidth satellite, and cable
networks has spawned a new class of information-centeredapplications based on data dissemination. These applications employ
broadcast to deliver data to very large client populations. We have
proposed the Broadcast Disks paradigm [Zdon94, Acha95b] for organizing the contents of a data broadcast program and for managing client resources in response to such a program. Our previous
work on Bxuadcast Disks focused exclusively on the “push-based”
approach, where data is sent out on the broadcast channel according to a periodic schedule, in anticipation of client requests. In
this paper, we study how to augment the push-only model with a
“pull-based” approach of using a backchannel to allow clients to
send explicit requests for data to the server. We analyze the scalability and performance of a broadcast-based system that integrates
push and pull and study the impact of this integration on both the
steady state and warm-up performance of clients. Our results show
that a client backchannel can provide significant performance improvement in the broadcast environmen~ but that unconstrained use
of the backchannel can result in scalability problems due to server
saturation. We propose and investigate a set of three techniques that
can delay the onset of saturation and thus, enhance the performance
and scalability of the system.
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high-bandwidth data deliveq. In particular, advances in intemetworking, wireless communications, and satellite, cable, and telephone networks have enabled sophisticated content to be provided
h users at the office, at home, and even on the mad.
Data broadcast technology stands to play a primary role in
dissemination-based applications for two reasons. FmL data dissemination is inherently a l-to-n (or m-to-n where m << n) process. That is, data is distributed from a small number of sources
to a much larger number of clients that have overlapping interests. Thus, any particular data item is likely to be distributed to
many clients. Second, much of the communication technology that
has enabled large-scale dissemination supports bmadcas~ and is,
in some cases, intended primarily for broadcast use. For example, direct broadcast satellite providers such as Hughes’ DirecPC
[Dire96], and cable television (CATV) companies (through the use
of high-bandwidth cable modems) are now, or will soon be, capable
of supporting multi-megabit per second data broadcast to millions
of homes and offices. W~less networking technology for supporting mobile users also necessarily employs a broadcast componen~
and broadcast (at least in a limited form) is even supported on the
Internet through protocols such as IP Multicast which is the basis
of the MBone[Erik94].
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1.2

Introduction

Data Dissemination

Many emerging applications involve the dissemination of data to
large populations of clients. Examples of such dissemination-ba.red
apPliC.at~OnSinclude information feeds (e.g., stock and SpOrtS tickers or news wires), traffic information systems, electronic newsletters, software distribution, and entertainmentdelivery. A key enabling technology for dissemination-based applications has been
the development and increasing availability of mechanisms for
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Communications Asymmetry

A key aspect of dissemination-based systems is their inherent communications asymmetry. By communications asymmetry, we mean
that the volume of data transmitted in the downstream direction
(i.e., from server(s) to clients) is much greater than the volume
transmitted in the upstream direction. Such asymmetry can result
fmm several factors, including:
Network Asymmetry — In many networks the bandwidth of
the communication channel from the server to the clients is much
greater than the bandwidth in the opposite direction. An environment in which clients have no backchannel is an extreme example of network asymmetry. Less extreme examples include wireless networks with high-speed dowrdinks but slow (e.g., ceUular)
uplinks, and cable television networks, where bandwidth into the
home is on the order of megabits per second, while a small number of slow channels (on the order of tens of kilobits per second)
connect a neighborhood to the cable head.
Client to Server Ratio — A system with a small number of
servers and a much larger number of clients (as is the case in
dissemination-based applications) also results in asymmetry because the semer message and data processing capacity must be divided among all of the clients. Thus, clients must be careful to
avoid “swamping” the server with too many messages and/or too
much data.

Data Volume — A third way that asymmetry arises is due to
the volume of data that is transmittedin each direction. Information retrieval applications typically involve a small request message containing a few query terms or a URL (i.e., the “mouse and
key clicks”), and result in the tiansfer of a much larger object or
set of objects in response. For such applications, the downstream
bandwidth requirements of each client are much higher than the
upstream bandwidth requirements.
Updates and New Inform&ion — Finafly, asymmetry can also
arise in an environment where newly cteated items or updates to
existing data items must be disseminated to clients. In such cases,
there is a natural (asymmetric) flow of data in the downs&ea.rrs direction.
Fmm the above list it should be clear that asymmetry can arise
not only due to the properties of the communications network, but
can arise even in a “symmetric” environment due to the nature of
the data flow in the application. Thus, dissemination-based applications such as those for which the Broadcast Disks approach is
intended wilf be asymmetric irrespective of the addition of a client
backchannel.
Asymmetry imposes constraints on the behavior of clients and
servers in a networked application. For example, in a system with a
high chent-to-server ratio, clients must fimit their interactions with
the server to a level which the server and backchannel can handle. World-Wide-Web (WWW) and File Ti-ansfer protocol (F1’P)
servers deal with this pro blem by limiting the number of connections they are willing to accept at a given time. Such a limitation
can result in delays when accessing popular sites, such as a site
containing anew release of a popular software package or one containing up-todate information on elections, sporting events, stocks,
etc.
1.3

additionalexpense. Second, the server must be interrupted continuously to deal with pull requests and can easily become a scalability
bottleneck with large cfient populations. This latter problem can
be mitigated, to some extent, by delivering pulfed data items over a
broadcast channel and allowing clients to “snoop” on the broadcast
to obtain items requested by other clients.
1.4

Overview

of the Paper

In this paper, we extend our previous work on data broadcasting by

integrating a pull-based backchannel with the push-based BroadcastDisks approach. We focus on the txadeoffs in terms of performance and scalability between the push and pull approaches and
investigate ways to efficiently combine the two approaches for both
the steady-state and warm-up phases of operation. Client requests
are facilitated by providing clients with a backchannel for sending
messages to the server. While there are many ways in which the
clients could use this capability (e.g., sending feedback and usage
profiles), in this study we focus on the use of the backchannel to
allow clients to pull pages that are not avaifable in the cfient cache
and that will not appear quickly enough in the broadcast.
The issues we address include: 1) the impact of client requests
on steady-state and warm-up performance and the scalability of that
performance; 2) the allocation of broadcast bandwidth to pushed
and pulled pages; 3) techniques to maximize the benefit of client
requests while avoiding server congestion; 4) the sensitivity of the
performance to the variance in client access patterns; and 5) the
impact of placing only a subset of the database on the Bmadcaat
Disk, thereby forcing clients to pull the rest of the pages.
In this study, we model a system with multiple clients and a
single server that controls the broadcast. Clients are provided with
a backchannel, but the server has a bounded capacity for accepting
requests from clients. In a lightly loaded system, backchannel requests are considered to be inexpensive. The fimited capacity of the
server, however, means that as the system approaches saturation,
client t@quests become more likely to be dropped (i.e., ignoted) by
the server. Thus, the effectiveness of the backchannel for any one
client depends on the level of backchannel activity c~ated by the
other clients.
‘his study adopts several assumptions about the environment

Push VS. pull

In previous work we have proposed and studied Broadcast Disks
as a means for coping with communications asymmeh-y [Zdon94,
Acha95b].
This approach ackhesses broadcast scheduling and
client-side storage management policies for the perr”odic broadcast
of data. With Broadcast Disks, a server uses its best knowledge of
cfient data needs (e.g., as provided by client profiles) to construct
a btuadcast schedule containing the items to be disseminated and
repetitively transmits this “broadcast program” to the client population. Clients monitor the broadcast and retrieve the items they
require (i.e., those that may be needed locally but are not currently
cached in local storage) as they come by. In such a system, data
items m sent fmm the server to the clients without requiring a
specific request from the clients. This approach k referred to M
push-lured data delivery. The combination of push-based data delivery and a broadcast medium is weU suited for data dissemination
due to its inherent scalability. Because clients are largely passive in

1. Independence of. .fizmtchannel and backchannel.
In our
model, traffic on the backchannel in no way interferes with
the bandwidth capability of the frontchannel. While this is
not always the case for network technologies like Ethernet
which share the channel, it is trueof many others where the
uplink and the downlink channels are physically different as
in CA’IW networks and DirecPC.
2. Broadcast program is static. While having dynamic client
pmtiles and therefore, dynamic broadcast programs is interesting, we reserve this problem for a future study. We do,
however, study both the steady-stateperformance and the
wamn-uptime for clients.

a push-based system, the performance of any one cfient receiving
data fmm the broadcast is not directly affected by other clients that
are also monitoring the broadcast.
In con!nst to a periodic broadcast approach, traditional cfient-

server database systems and object repositories transfer data using a
pull-based, request-response style of operation (e.g., RPC). Using
request-response, cfients explicitly request data items by sending
messages to a server. When a data request is received at a server, the
server locates the information of interest and tetums it to the client,
Pull-based access has the advantage of allowing clients to play a
more active role in obtaining the data they need, rather than relying
solely on the schedule of a push-based server. However, there are
two obvious disadvantages to pull-based access. Firs~ cfients must
be provided with a backchanrrel over which to send their requests
to the server. In some environments, such as wireless networks
and CATV, the prevision of a backchannel can impose substantial

3. D~a is read only. In previous work, we studied techniques
for managing volatile data in a Broadcast Disk environment
[Acha96b]. We showed that for moderate update rates, it is
possible to approach the performance of the read-only case.
Thus, in order to make progress on the problem at hand, we
have temporarily iguom.d that issue here.
The remainder of the paper is structured as folfows: In Section
2, we describe the extensions that we made to our previous work in
order to combine pull-based data delivery with our existing pushbased scheme. In Section 3, we sketch the approach that we took
to simulating the combined push-pull envimnmen~ and in Section
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the value of a page depends not only on the access probability but
also on how quickly it arrives on the broadcast.
2.2

In this paper, we introduce a backchannel into the Broadcast Disk
environment. We model the backchannel as a point-to-point connection with the server. Thus, the rate at which requests arrive at
the server can grow proportionally with the number of clients. Note
that since request messages are typically small, this assumption is
justifiable even in situations where clients share a physical connection with the server. The server, on the other hand, has a maximum
rate at which it can send out pages in response to client requests
(as described below), and moreover, it has a finite queue in which
to hold outstanding requests. If a request arrives when the queue is
full, that request is thrown away.*
In order to support both push-based and pull-based delivery, the
server can interleave pages from the broadcast schedule (i.e., push)
with pages that are sent in response to a specific client request (i.e.,
pull). The percentage of slots dedicated to pufled pages is a parameter that can be varied. We call this parameter pull bandwidth
(PuUBW). When PuflB W is set to 100%, all of the broadcast slots
are dedicated to pulled pages. This is a pure-pull system. Conversely, if PuUBW is set to 070, the system is said to be a pure-push
system all slots are given to the periodic broadcast schedule, and
thus,thereis no reason for clients to send pull requests.
Setting PullBW to a value between these two extremes allows the system to support both push and pull. For example, if
PuUBW=50%, then at mos~ one page of pulf response is sent for
each page of the bmadcaat schedule. We define PuUBW to be an upper bound on the amountof bandwidththatwill be given to pulled
pages. In thecase in which therewe no pending requestswe simply
continue with the Broadcast Disk schedule, effectively giving the
unused pulf slots back to the push pmgrarn. This approach saves
bandwidth at the cost of making the layout of the broadcast less
predictable.2
It is important to note, that unlike the pure-push case, where the
activity of clients does not directly affect the performance of other
clients, in this environrnen~ overuse of the backchannel by one or
more clients can degrade performance for all clients. There are two
stages of performance degradation in this model. First because the
rate at which the server can respond to pull requests is bounded, the
queue of requests can grow, resulting in additional latency. Second,
because the server queue is finite, extreme overuse of the backchannel can result in requests being dropped by the server. The intensity of client requests that can be tolerated befoxe these stages are
reached can be adjusted somewhat by changing the Pu1lBW parameter.

Figure 1: Example of a 7-page, 3disk broadcast program

4, we present the performance results. Section 5 discusses related
work. Section 6 summarizes the results of the paper.
2

The Broadcast Setting

In this section we briefly sketch the Broadcast Disk approach
(for more detail, see [Acha95b]) and present a high-level view of
the extensions made to the approach to incorporate a pull-based
backchannel.
2.1

Integrating a Backchannel

Broadcast Disks

The Broadcast Disk paradigm is based on a cyclic broadcast of
pages (or objects) and a corresponding set of client cache management techniques. In earlier work, we have demonstrated that the
layout of the broadcast and the cache management scheme must be
designed together in order to achieve the best performance.
Using Broadcast Disks, groups of pages (a.k.a., disks) are assigned different frequencies depending on their probability of access. This approach allows the creation of an arbitrarily 6negrained memory hierarchy between the client and the server. Unlike most memory hierarchies whose parameters are determined by
hardware, however, the shape of this memory hierarchy can be adjusted to fit the application using software. Figure 1 shows a simple
broadcast program for the seven pages named a, b, c, d, e, f, and g.
These pages are placed on three disks with relative spinning speeds
of 4:2:1. Page a is on the fastest disk, pages b and c are on the
medium speed disk, and pages d, e, j, and g are on the slowest
disk.
The number of pages in one complete cycle (i.e., the period) of
the broadcastis termedthe rnujor cycle. The example broadcast in
Figure 1 has a major cycle length of 12 pages. The algorithm used
by the server to generate the broadcast schedule requires the following inputs: the number of disks, the relative frequency of each
disk and assignments of data items to the disks on which they are
to be broadcast. The algorithm is described in detail in [Acha95a].
Our previous work has shown that a cache replacement algorithm that is based purely on access probabilities (e.g., LRU) can
perform poorly in this environment. Better performance is achieved
by using a cost-based replacement algorithm that takes the frequency of broadcast into account One such algorithm that we developed is called ?Z.C2. Ifp is the probability of access and z is the
frequency of bmadcas~ 7VX, ejects the cached page with the lowest value of p/x. Letpi be the probability of access of page i and
let xi be the broadcast frequency of page i. If pa = 0.3, z. = 4,
Pb = 0.1 and Zb = 1, then page a will always be ejected before
page b even though its probability of access is higher. Intuitively,

2.3

Algorithms

In the remainder of this paper, we compare pine-push, pure-pull,
and an integrated push/pull algorithm, all of which use broadcast, AU three approaches involve client-side as well as server-side
mechanisms. In all of these techniques, when a page is needed,
the client’s local cache is searched firs~ Only if thereis a cache
miss does the client attempt to obtain the page from the server. The
approaches vary in how they handle cache misses.
1. Pure-Push. This method of data delivery is the Broadcast
Disk mechanism sketched above. Here, all broadcast bandwidth is dedicated to the periodic broadcast (PuUBW=070)
lTbe saw will alan ignore a new request for a page that is already in tbe request
queue since the processing of the earliw message willalsnsatizfythisnewrequmt.
2Predictability
maybe important
for certainenvironments.
For example, in mobile networks, predictability of the broadcast can be used to reduce poww consumption ~mie94b].
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and no backchannel is used. On a page miss, clients simply
wait for the desired page to appear on the broadcast.

~
Table 1: Client Parameter Description

is independent of the other clients once the broadcast program is
fixed. With a backchannel, however, there is explicit contention
among the clients for the use of that channel. Thus, to model a
broadcast environment with a backchannel, we must account for
the activity of the competing clients.
We use two client processes to simulate an arbitrarily large
cfient population. The first process calfed the Measured Cfient
(MC), models a single cfient and is analogous to the client simulated in our previous work; it is this client whose performance is
reported in the simulation experiments. The second process, the
Virtual Client (W?), models the combined efiecr of all other clienrs
in the system. The parameter that describe the operation of the
MC and VC are shown in Table 1.
The simulator measures performance in logical time units
cafled broadcast units. A broadcast unit is the time required to
broadcast a single page. The actual response time will depend on
the amount of real time required to transmit a page on the broadcast
channel. The client think times are also stated in broadcast units, so
the relative performance of the approaches are hugely independent
of the bandwidth of the broadcast medium.
The MC has a cache that can hold CacheSize pages. It accesses database pages using a Zipf [Knut81] probability distribution. The Zipf distribution (with parameter 0) is frequently used
to model skewed (i.e., non-uniform) access patterns. MC waits
M2Think7ime broadcast units behveen requests. If possible, requests are serviced from the cache; otherwise, they are either satisfied by the broadcast or puUed from the server. In either case, the
client sleeps untif the page is retrieved.
The Vial
Cfient VC, fike MC, follows a two step “requestthink” loop. We use the parameter ThinkZimeRatio to vary the relative intensity of VC request generation compared to MC. The think
time of VC is drawn fmm an exponential distribution with a mean
of A4C_ThinkZime/7’hinkTiieRatio. Thus, the higher the Think7imeRatio, the more frequent are VC’S requests, and the larger a
client population VC represents. Like MC, VC foflows a Zipf distribution to access the database and filters all its requests through a
cache of CacheSize pages.
When a client begins operation, it brings pages into its cache as
it faults on them. This is referred to as the warm-up phase of operation. Once the cache has been fufl for some time, theclient is said
to be in steady s~~e. At any point in time, it is likely that these are
some cfients just joining the broadcast some leaving ic and some
in steady-state. Since VC represents the entire client population
(minus the single client MC), we assume that some of its requests
are from cfients in warm-up and some are from clients in s&adystate. In warm-up, a client’s cache is relatively empty, therefore we
assume that every access will be a miss. In steady-state, a client’s
cache is filled with its most important pages, and thus, we filter afl
requests through the cache.
We use the parameter S[eadyStrUePerc to represent the proportion of clients in steady-state. Before every access made by VC, a
coin weighted by the parameter S[eadyStalePerc is tossed and depending on the outcome the request is either a) filtered through the
cache (sfeazfy-sfafe) or b) directly sent to the server (warm-up).
In a broadcast envimnmen~ the server generates a broadcast
program taking into account the access probabilities of the alf
clients. Thus, it is very likely that the generated program is sub-

nel by any other client. This approach can be referred to as
requestiresponse with snooping.
Interleaved Push and Pull (ZPP).
This algorithm mixes
both push and pull by alfowing cfients to send puU requests
for misses on the backchannel while the server supports a
Broadcast Disk plus interleaved responses to the pulls on
the fmntchannel. As described previously, the allocation of
bandwidth to pushed and pulled pages is determined by the
Pu1lBW parameter.

A refinement to ZPP uses a fixed threshold to fimit the use
of the backchannel by any one client. The client sends a pull request for page p only if the number of slots before p is scheduled to appear in the periodic broadcast is greaterthanthe threshold parametercafled ThresPerr. ‘llrreshold is expressed as a percentage of the major cycle length (i.e., the push period). When
ThresPerc=O%, the cfient sends requests for aif missed pages to the
server. When ThresPerc= 100% and the whole database appears in
the push schedule, the client sends no requests since all pages wiO
appear within a major cycle.3 Increasing the tlueshold has the effect of forcing clients to conserve their use of the backchannel and
thus, minimize the load on the server. A client wilf only puU a page
that wouId otherwisehave a very high push latency.
In Section 4, we examine theperformanceof thesedifferentapproaches, as well as the impact of parameters such as PullBW and
ThresPem (in the case of Z’W). We afso investigate the pull-based
poficies for cases in which only a subset of the database is broadcast. In particular, we examine the performance of the system when
the slowest and the intermediate disk in the broadcast program are
incremental y reduced in size.
3

Modeling the Broadcast Environment

The results presented in this paper were obtained using a detailed model of the Broadcast Disks environment, extended to account for a backchannel.
The simulator is implemented using
CSIM [Schw86]. In this section we focus on extensions to the
original model needed to integrate pull-based access. Details of
the original model are available in [Acha95a].
The simulation model is shown in Figure 2. The simulated
clients (~presented as MC and W! as described below) access
data from the broadcast channel. They filter every request through
a cache (if applicable) and through the threshold algorithm (if applicable) before submitting it to the server using the backchannel.
The server can broadcast a page fmm the broadcast schedule or as
a response to a queued page request. This choice is indicated by
the PusWPuli MUX and is based on the value of PuUBW. We describe the client and server models in more detaif in the following
sections.
3.1

The Client Model

Irrour previous studieswe modeled only a single client because in
the absence of a backcharmel,the performanceof any single cfient
‘The ca$e wherea servK disseminate
Section 4,3,

MC pwze accesses

% YC requests filtered through cache

2. Pure-Pull. Here, all broadcast bandwidth is dedicated to
pulled pages (Pu1lBW= 100%) so there is no periodic broadcast. On a page miss, clients immediately send a pull request for the page to the server. This is the opposite of PurePush, that is, no bandwidth is given to the periodic broadcast. It is stilf a broadcast method, though, since any page
that is pulfed by one client can be accessed on the fmntchan-

3.

Client cache size (in pages )
I Time between

only a subset of the pages is studied in
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Figure 2: Simulation Model
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next DiskSize2 hottest pages on Disk #2, etc. This mapping, however, may be sub-optimal if clients have a cache. Heavily accessed
pages tend to be cached at clients, making their frequent broadcast
a waste of bandwidth. In such cases, the best broadcast program
(for the steady-state) is obtained by shiftiig these cached pages
from the fastest disk to the slowest disk. Thus, the server shifts its
CacheSize hottest pages to the slowest disk, moving colder pages to
faster disks. We call this shifted pmgr-am, a broadcast with Oflser.
All results presented in this paper use O~et.
The size of the server backchrmnel queue is given by the parameter Serve@Size. We assume that the cfient gets no feedback
from the server about the success or failure of a request. A request
is dropped if either the queue is already fulf or if there is a preexisting queued request for the page already. The queue is serviced
in a FIFO fashion and the service rate is determined by the parameter Pu1lBW. Pu1lBW determines the percentage of the broadcast
slots alfocated for pages explicitly pulled by the clients. Before
every page is broadcas~ a coin weighted by PullBW is tossed and
depending on the outcome, either the requested page at the head
of queue is broadcast or the regular broadcast program continues.
Note that the regular broadcast is not interrupted if the server queue
is empty and thus, Pu1lBW is only an upper limit on the bandwidth
used to satisfy backchannel requests. As described earlier, clients
make an expficit pull request only if the next arrival of the page is
greater than a fixed threshold. The value of the threshold is given by
Z’hreshPem * h4ajorCyc1eSize, where h4ajorCycleSize is the size of
a single period of the broadcast (as described in Section 2.1). Note
that threshold-based filtering is not meaningful when the Puw-Pu1l
approach is used. In that case, every cache miss results in an explicit request to the server, and the entti broadcast bandwidth is
dedicated to satisfying cfient pull requests.

Table 2: Server ParameterDescription

optimal for any single client. We use a parameter called Noise to
study the sensitivity of MC’S response time as its access pattern
diverges from that of the “average” client in the system. When
iVoise=O, clients MC and V(! have exactly the same access pattern
and thus, tie broadcast is ideally suited for all clients. As Noise increases, we systematically perturb MC’s access pattern away from
VC’S, thereby making the broadcast program less ideal for MC.
Thus, at higher vahres of Noise, MC’s performance can be expected to quite bad. The details of how Noise is implemented have
been described in our previous work [Acha95a],
In this study, we use the ‘PZX algorithm described in Section 2.1 to manage the cache when pages are retrieved from the
Broadcast Disk. Alternatively, if the clients access the database using Pure-Puff, the page replacement victim is chosen as the cacheresident page with the lowest probability of access (p). We call this
algorithm P.
3.2

The Server Model

The parameter that describe the operation of the server are shown
irr Table 2. The server broadcasts pages in the range of 1 to
ServerDBSize. These pages are interleaved into a broadcast program as described in Section 2.1. llris program is broadcast repeatedly by the server. The stnrcture of the broadcast program
is described by several parametem. NumDisks is the number of
levels (i.e., “disks”) in the multi-disk program. DiskSizei, i E
[1 ..NumDisks], is the number of pages assigned to each disk i. Each
page is broadcast on exactly one disk, so the sum of DiskSizei over
aff i is equal to the ServerDBSize. The frequency of broadcast of
each disk i relative to the slowest disk is given by the parameter
Rel Freqi. It is assumed that the lower numbered disks have higher
broadcast frequency.
Since the VC captures the entire client population (except one
client), the server uses its access pattern to generate the broadcast.
The simplest strategy for assigning pages to disks is to place the
DLrkSizel hottest pages (from VC’S perspective) on Disk #1, the

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we use the simulation model to explore the tradeoffs between using push and pufl to access data in a broadcast environment. The primary performance metric is the average response
time (i.e., the expected delay) at the client measured in broadcast
units.
Table 3 shows the parameter settings for these experiments. The
server database size (ServerDBSize) is 1000 pages and a three-disk
broadcast is used for all the experiments. The size of the fastest
disk is 100 pages, the medium disk is 400 pages and the slowest
disk is 500 pages. The rdative spin speeds of the three disks rme3.
2 and 1, respectively. The client cache size is 100 pages ( 10% of
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In general, for the pull-based schemes, better steady-state performance is achieved when most of the other clients are also in the
steady-state (e.g., the 95% curves). This behavior is to be expected
— a client is likely to have better performance if its needs from
the broadcast are similar to the needs of the majority of the client
population. Clients that are in the warm-up state (or that do not
have caches) are likely to request the highest valued pages, thus,
a considerable amount of the bandwidth dedicated to pulled pages
is likely to be taken up by such pages. In contrasc once clients
are in steady-state, they do not access the C’achesize – 1 highest valued pages from the broadcast (they are obtained from the
client cache), which frees up bandwidth for the next-most important pages. In this experiment since the MC performance is being
measured only after it has reached steady-state, it gains more benefit fmm the pulled pages when most of the other clients (i.e., the
VC) are in steady-state as well.5
At the left side of the graph, since the system is very lightly
loaded, the requests sent to the server via the backchannel are serviced almost immediately. At the extreme left (ThinkZheRatio
= 10) all of the requests made by all clients are serviced quickly.
In this case, the pull-based approaches perform similarly and several orders of magnitude better than Pure-Push .6. In a very lightly
loaded system, pull-based approaches are able to provide much
more responsive, ondemand access to the database, and since our
model does not impose any costs for uplink usage, there is no incentive for a push-based approach in this case.
As the load on the server is increased (i.e., increasing ThinkTbneR&I), however, the performance of the pull-based approaches
begins to degrade. Beyond a ThinkZItneRatio of 50, all of the pullbased approaches perform worse than Pure-Push, and when the
system becomes even more heaviIy loaded, (e.g., at a ThinklImeRatw of 100 and higher) Pure-Pull performs worse than both PurePu.rh and ZPP. When all other clients are in the warm-up phase,
MC’s performance deteriorates sharply since the server is more liable to drop requests. Because of the disagreement between the
needs of the MC and those of the rest of the clients, the MC pays
a high penalty when one of its requestsgets dropped, because the
other clients have a lower probability of accessing the same page.
Even when SteadyStatePerc = 95%, the performance of Pure-Pull
deteriorates quite rapidly as the server queue fills. The ZPP approach, which in this case, dedicates half of the broadcast bandwidth to pushing pages, has worse performance than Pure-PuU at
low to moderate contention rates, but levels out to a better response
time than Pure-Pull when the contention at the server is high. At
lower loads, the pushed pages occupy broadcast slots that could
better be used to service pull requests, while at higher loads, they
limit
how long a client will have to wait for a page, even if its twquest is dropped by the server.
In effecg while push has a poorer response time than pull at
lower loads, it provides an upper bound on the latency for any page,
i.e., a “safety-net”, when the server congestion causes pull requests
to be dropped. l%is is the fundamental tndeoff between push and
pull in the Broadcast Disk environment.
‘l%is experiment thus, demonstrates that in steady state if the
system is always underutilized, Pure-Pull is the algorithm of choice
and if the system is saturated,the server should disseminate via
Pure-Push. However, the use of either of the two algorithms in a
system with widely varying loads can lead to very erratic performance. The goal of this study is to develop strategies which provide consistently good response times over a wide range of system
loads. ‘l’he Z7KP algorithm is one such technique and as Figure 3

io90,25%,35%
I OLZO,

Table 3: Parameter Settings

the database). The back-channel queue can holdup to 100 requests
for distinct pages, and the percentage of slots on the broadcast allocated to pull pages (for Z7YP) is varied fmm 10% to 50%. ‘l’he
MC-7’hirrk27i is set to 20 broadcast units, and the ThinkZlmeRatio is varied so that the W! generates requests frum 10 to 250 times
morv frequently than the measwed client. This can be thought of as
placing an additional load on the server that is equivalent to a client
population of Think7bneRatw clients operating at the same rate as
the MC.
Except were explicitly noted, the response time results were
obtained once the client reached steady state. For the steady-state
numbers, the cache warm-up effects were eliminated by starting
measurements only 4000 accesses after the cache filled up and then,
running the experiment until the response time stabilized. It should
be noted that the results described in this section area small subset
of the results that have been obtained. These results have been
chosen because they demonstrate many of the unique performance
aspects and tradeoffs of this envimnmen~ and because they identify
important areas for future study.
4.1

Experiment 1: Basic Tradeoffs

In the firxt experimen~ we examine the basic tradeoffs between a
pure push-based approach, a pure pull-based approach, and ZPP,
which combines the two in a straightfonvsrd manner as described
in Section 2.3.
4.1.1

Steady-State Performance

Figme 3(a) shows the expeeted average response time of requests
made by the MC once steady-state has been reached vs. the ThinkllmeRatio. In this case, for Z7ZP, PuUBW is set to 50%; that is, up
to half the broadcast bandwidth is dedicated to broadcasting pulled
pages (i.e., those quested
on the backchannel). Of course, in the
Pure-Push and Pure-Puff case, the entire broadcast bandwidth is
dedicated to pages on the periodic broadcast and to the pulled pages
respectively.
Five curves are. shown. The performance of Pure-Push is a flat
line at 278 broadcast units. Pure-Push does not allow clients to use
the backchannel, so its performance is independent of the size of
the client population (or Think2%neRa/io), For each of the two pullbased approaches (i.e., Pure-Pull, and Zpp), hvo separate curves
show the cases
am shown. These curves, labeled as 0% and
in wtdch the VC’S access pattern is generated as if 0% and 95%
of the clients it represents are in the steady-state, respectively (i.e.,
SteadyStatePerc = O% or 95%). Clients in steady-state are assumed
to have completely warmed-up caches containing the highest valued pages.4

%70,

‘This result holds only to the extentthatclientshavesimilaraccesspatterns.The
impactof differingaccesspatterns
isaddressedinSection4.1.4.
‘TPP withS&ndyS&rePem. O% perfnrm somewhat worse than the nthers at

‘For Pure-PulJthe measureof valueis ‘P (i.e., probability of accessp), while for
ZPP itisPZ,?! (i.e.,p divided by the frequency of occurrence in tbepush broadcast
schedule).

this poinL Since half of the brnadcast bandwidth is dedicated to push, much nf the
remaining bandwidth is consumed by non-steady-state clients pullingpagesthatthe

MC alreadyhascached.
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Impact of Pull Bandwidth

of the ZPP approach compared to the two “pure” approaches was
the PuUBW, thatis, the maximum percentage of the bandwidth allocated for servicing pull requests. In theory, this parameter allows ZPP to vary between the performance of Pure-Push (PuUBW
= O%) and Pure-Pull (PuUBW = 100%). Figure 3(b) shows the
steady-state performance of the Z~P approach (with SteudyStatePerc = 95%) for three values of PuffBW 10,30, and 50% (i.e. the
same case as in Figure 3(a)). The curves for Pure-Push and PurePufi are also shown for reference.
As expected, the performance of Z’P’P tends towards that of
Pure-Pull as the bandwidth dedicated to pulled pages is increased.
As such, it performs well at lower loads and poorly at higher
loads, tending towards the S-curve shape characteristic of PurePufL Likewise, with less bandwidth dedicated to pulled pages, the
performance of Z7W flattens OULsimilarly to Pure-Push. It is interesting to note, however, that with Pu1lBW = 10Yo,Z’PP performs
slightly worse than Pure-Push even at low system loads. The reason for thisbehavioris thefollowing: In this case, 10% of the bandwidth is taken away from the pushed pages, resulting in a slowdown
in the arrival of those pages (i.e., the Broadcast Disk takes longer
to IKItate). The small amount of bandwidth that is freed up for pull
is insufficient to handle the volume of pull requests, even for small
client populations. For example, at ThinkllmeRutio = 10, 58% of
the pull requests are dropped by the server. These dropped requests
are likely to be ultimately satisfied by the pushed pages, whose arrival rates have been slowed down by 1090.
Warm-Up

250

in which clients are not expected to monitor the broadcast continuously. For example, in an Advanced Traveler Information System [Shek96], motorists join the “system” when they drive within
range of the information broadcast.
Figure 3(a) showed that when the MC is in steady-state, it performs better for both pull-based approaches when most of the other
clients are in steady-state as well. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the
time it takes for the MC’s cache to warm up for ThinkZiieRatio 25 and 250, respectively, for the same settings shown in Figure 3(a) (i.e., PuflBW = 50%). Along the x-axis, we have the percentage of the CucheSize highest valued pages that are in the cache;
as the client warms up, this number approaches 10(VO. Recall
that Think7hneRatio=25 represents a lightly loaded system while
ThirrkiWrreRatio=250 corresponds to a heavily loaded system. As
can be seen in Figure 4(a), under low-moderate loads, Pure-Pull
aUows the fastest warm up, with the other approaches doing significantly worse. For the higher load case shown in Figure 4(b),
however, the approaches inve~ with Pure-Push showing the best
warm up performance because the push system delivers data items
faster since client requests are dropped due to server saturation. As
seen previously, under a heavy load, the MC’s performance for the
puU-based approaches is better when the other clients are in a similar state (i.e., warming up, in this case). Note that for the remainder
of this paper, aU performance results are shown for the steady-state
case (i.e., SleadyStaJePerc=95 %).

In the preceding graph, one factor driving the relative performance

4.1.3

100

(b) IPP PullB W Varied, SteadyStatePerc=95%
PuUBW=50%, SteadySttiePerc Varied
Figure 3: Steady State Client Performance

shows, while there are workloads for which Pure-Pull and PurePush do better, the performance of ZPP is more uniform over the
entire space. In the rest of this section and the next two experiments, we will study three parameters that influence ZP7’S performance — pull bandwidth, threshold (as determined by Thr-esPerr)
and the size of the push schedule. These sensitivity rw+ults highlight the system mdeoffs and provide input to fine-tune ZPT for
consistent performance across a broad spectrum of server loads.
4.1.2

10% --e--

50
ThinkTime Ratio

Thk_rk
lime Ratio
(a) ZPP

~
25

+
---E--4-+-

4.1.4

Impact of Access Pattern Differences (i.e., Noise)

Both the steady-state and warm-up Rsults showed the negative effect on performance that arises when a client’s data access pattern
differs significantly from the aggregate access pattern of the other
clients in the system. In particular, the results showed that PurePuff was particularly sensitive to such disagreement when the system was heavily loaded. In this section, we examine this issue further, using the Noise parameter described in Section 3. RecaU that
in this study, Noise specifies the degree to which the M C‘s access
pattern is permuted with respect to the access pattern of the VC
(whose access pattern is used to generate the broadcast program).
A higher Noise value indicates a higher level of disagreement between ML! and the VC. Although we report performance results
only for the MC, these results are indicative of what cznyof the
clients would experience if they differed from the average access
patterns of the other clients.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the performance of Pure-PuU and
ZPP respectively, for three different values of NoLre. Both figures
also show the performance of Pure-Push for those Noise values.

Performance

In the firstpart of this experimen~we investigatedthesteady-state
perfonrtanceof the MC under the various approaches. In this sec-

tion we address the impact of the three approaches on how long it
takes a client that joins the system with an empty cache to warmup its cache. This metric is particularlyimportant for applications
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load, pull can provide farmom responsiveaccess than push, but that
pull suffers fmm scalability problems as the load on the system is
increased. Beyond a certain ThirrkZmeRatio, Pure-Pull was seen to
perform significantly worse than Pure-Push. The ZPP approach is
an attempt at a compromise between the two “pm” approaches. As
such, ZPP was found to perform worse than Pure-Pull under light
to moderate loads, but better than Pure-PuU under heavy loads.
ZPP pays a price when the load is low to moderate because it
dedicates some of the broadcast bandwidth to push. As the server
becomes saturated with backchannel requests, however, it begins
to drop the client requesta, and the pushed data provides a much
needed safety net that ensures that clients eventually receive their
data.
lPP loses to Pure-PuU under moderate loads because it sends
the same number of requests to the server as Pure-Puff, but has less
bandwidth with which to satisfy those requests. Thus, the server
becomes saturated under ZPP before it becomes saturated under
Pure-Pull. For example, in the experiment shown in Figtne 3(a), at
a ThinkZimeRuiio of 50, the server drops 68.870 of thepull requests
it receives when Z’PP is used, as opposed to only 39.9% of the
requests when Pure-Pull is used.
One way to reduce the number of pull requests sent to the server
under the ZPP approach is to constrain the pages which clients
are allowed to ask to be only those that are “farthest away”. As described in Section 2.3, we use the notion of threshold to accomplish

llrning to Figure 5(a), it can be seen that at low system loads, PurePull is:msens;tiveto Noise but that at high system loads, Noise has
a substantial negative impact. As long as the server is able to satisfy
all of MC’s pull requests quickly, its performance is independent
of the access patterns of the other clients. When the server becomes
loaded and drops MC requests, however, MC becomes dependent
on the requests of the other clients. With higher Noise values, the
other clients are less likely to ask for a page on which MC might
be blocked.
In contrast, Figure 5(b) shows that the negative impact of Noise
value for ZPP than
becomes apparent at a lower ThinkTiiRatio
for Pure-Pull (e.g,, 25 instead of 50). Here, the server saturates
earlier for ZPP because half of the bruadcast bandwidth is dedicated to pushed pages. At higher loads, however, TPP, is much
less sensitive to Noise than Pure-PuU. At higher loads, the pushed
pages act as a “safety net”, that bounds the amount of time that a
client will have to wait for a page if one of its requests is dropped by
the server. Also, as Noise increases, ZPP’S performance degrades
since its access pattern deviates from the push program broadcast
by the server.
4.2

Experiment 2-

Reducing Backchannel Usage

The previous results demonstrated a fundamental tradeoff of the
asymmebic broadcast environment namely, that under very light
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Figure 6: Influence of Threshold on Response

this. ZPP with a threshold works as follows: On a cache miss,
clients check thepush programto determine when the missed page
is scheduled to appear next on the broadcast.’ If the page is scheduled to appear within the threshold, then the client must wait for
the page without issuing a pull request. Thresholds m expressed
as a percentage of the push period (i.e. the major cycle length of
the Broadcast Disk).
In the results shown so far,Z7V used a threshold (called ThresPerc) of O% — any cache miss would result in a pulf request being
sent to the server. In contrast a Thre@em of 25% would restrict the
client from sending pull requests for any pages that are scheduled
to appear within the next quarter of the push period (i.e., the major cycle). The threshold, therefore, provides a knob that trades-off
expected delay vs. backcharrnel usage and server congestion.
The intuition behind threshold is to save the use of the
backchannelfor those pages that currently would induce the longest
response time penalty. Threshold is a simple mechanism for improving the usefulness of the backchannel. It can be applied at individual clients, and requires only that they be aware of the broadcast
schedule for the pushed data.
Figure 6(a) shows the performance for various values of ThresPerc when the PullBWis set at 50% (as in the previous experiment).
Also shown for reference are Pure-Push and Pure-Pull. The curve
for a ThresPerc of O% is identical to that for ZP’P in Figure 3(a).
With no threshold, ZPP becomes slower than Pure-Push when the
ThinklimeRatio exceeds 35. In contmask with a ThresPem of 25%,
Z’PP requests only half of its missed pages frum the server8 and
therefore, it remains better than Pure-Push up to a 7’hink7irrreRa[ti of 75 — roughly a factor of two improvement in the number of
clients that can be supported.
Under low loads (e.g., ThirtkZimeRa&io= 10), threshold hurts
performance by unnecessarily constraining clients — there is
plenty of server bandwidth to handle alf the requests of the small
client population. As clients are added however, the threshold begins to help performance. In this case, however, it is interesting to
note that a threshold of 35% performs worse than one of 25% up to
a ThinkTmeRatw of 50. Prior to that poin~ the threshold of
sufficient to offload the server (e.g., no requests are &upped) so
the additional threshold simply makes clients wait longer than necessary for some pages.

k

O%--A-25

35 50
75 100
ThinkTimeRatio

250

(b) PdlBW = 30%
Tme

Figure 6(b) shows the performance for the same settings except
with the PuflBW reduced to 30%. In this case, the reduced brmdwidtlr available for pull slots causes the sewer b become saturated
earlier (e.g., for ThresPerc = 25?Z0and ThinklImeRafw = 25, the
server drops 9.4% of the pull requests). As a resul~ a ThresPem of
35% provides the best performance for ZPP in aU cases he~ except under very light load. This also translates to better scalability:
ZPP crosses Pure-Pwh at ThinkZimeRutw = 25 with no threshold
but at ThinkTmeRufio = 75 with a threshold of 35%. This translates
to roughly a factor of three improvement in the number of clients
that can be supported before losing to Pure-Push.
As the above graphs show, ZPP with different threshold values never beats the best performance of Pure-Pull and Pure-Push.
However, as pointed out earlier, the two “pure” algorithms can degrade in performance rapidly if the system moves out of their niche
system load range. ZPP, on the other hand, while never having
the best performance numbers, with an appropriately chosen value
of threshold, can provide reasonably good performance over the
complete range of system loads.
4.3

Experiment 3-

Restricting the Use of Push

An important issue that has arisen in the preceding experiments
is the impact of the aUocation of broadcast bandwidth to pushed
pages and to puUed pages. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, one way
to adjust this aUocation is to change the PuffBW. Up to this poin~
however, our approach placed ufl pages on the push schedule. The
Broadcast Disks model provides a flexible way to do this, as it
allows the proportion of bandwidth given to particular groups of
items to be assigned in accordance with their popularity. Changing
the PuflB W in the previous experiments, therefore, affected the period length of the push schedule, but did not impact its contents or
the relative frequencies at which pages appear in the schedule.
An alternative (or actually, complementary) approach to chsnging the PulfBW is to restrict the set of pages that are placed in the
push schedule. That is, rather than pushing the entire database,
choose a subset of the pages to push, and allow the rest to be obtained by pull only. As is discussed in Section 5, a similar approach was advocated in ~e94c,
Vish94]. Although that work
was based on a somewhat different system model and had a different objective function, the tradeoffs that arise in both environments
are similar. In general, as discussed above, placing alf items on the
push schedule provides a “safety net”, which bounds the time for
which a client wiU have to wait for a data item. Such a bound is
particularly important in our environmen~ in which the server responds to heavy load by dropping requests. The downside is that

zs~o

‘Becausetheclieut does not know what the server okms to ulacein theDUIIslots.
thetime-to-next-push
is ao upperbound on how long tie client will wait fnr’the page;
‘Because of the shape of the multi-disk ussd to structure the push schedule, approximately half of the pages appear at least once in the tint 25% of the broadcast
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of the number of pages not on the push schedule and thus, are
straightlines with response times of 2 and 278 units respectively.g
In aU the following figures, since the response time of ZTP for
PuUBW=1O% rises dramaticaUy, the y-axis is clipped to keep the
graphs in scale. In Figure 7(a), the clients request every miss for
ZPP since thereis no threshold. The client miss rate increaaes as
more pages are dropped from the push schedule, causing the server
to saturate and start ignoring requests. Consequently, the response
time can degrade rapidly if the pull bandwidth does not keep up
with the demand (e.g., PuUBW=lO%). Note that unlike the case
in which the whole database is bmadcas~ there is no upper bound
on the latency of a page not on the push schedule. PuUBW=50%
does somewhat better than Pure-Push until the entire third disk is
dropped (500 pages).
Figure 7(b) shows the performance for the same simulation settings as ~lgure 7(a), except that l“hn?spem is set to 3570. Since
clients filter some of their requests due to threshold, the server is not
as heavily loaded as before and this shows in the much slower performance degradation for Pu1lBW of 10%. Both the other PuUBW
algorithms outperform Pure-Push here since the systemis lightly
loaded. Consequently, dropping more pages can significantly impmve performance (up to a point) since there is sufficient pull bandwidth to satis~ requests. For example, for PuffBW of 50%, the mresponsetime numbers are 155 and 63 bmudcu.rt units at the left and
right end of the graph respectively. However, beyond 500 dropped
pages, PuZ1BW=30% starts to degrade. This is because the 30%
bandwidth for pull requests is no longer sufficient to handle the additional misses from the second disk pages which are no longer on
the push schedule.
Note that the penalty incurred by ZPP for dropping a request
for a page not on the broadcast schedule is not only much higher
than for Pure-Push (due to the absence of the “safety net”) but also
much higher than Pure-Pull since the push schedule uses a portion
of the bandwidth. Thus, unUke in Experiments 1 and 2, the response time is notbounded in the worst case by Pure-PuU. This
is seen in Figure 8 which shows the simulation space fmm a viewpoint similar to the earlier experiments with the server load (as determined by ThinklkeRatw)
on the x-axis and the client response
time on the y-axis. The graph shown is for a PuUBW of 30% and
Z’hresPem of 35% and the legend for ZPP mpmsents the size of
pages chopped from the push schedule. Asia seen, when 700 pages
are dropped, ZPP does worse thanPure-Pall all through the range
of the x-axis. The lesson from the graphs in Figure 7 of the need for
adequate puU bandwidth to respond to client requests for non-push
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Figure 8: Server bad Sensitivity for Restricted Push
PuUBW= 30%, 17mwPe~= 35%

placing all items on the push schedule can result in a very long
broadcast cycle and consequently, a significant waste of broadcast
bandwidth. Items that are of limited popularity take up broadcast
slots that could be used for pushing more popular pages, or for
satisf@g more pull requests. The Broadcast Disks paradigm mitigates this problem to some extent by providing the flexibiUty to
place unpopular pages on slowly spinning “disks”. The fact remains, however, that pushing pages onto the broadcast is wasteful
if those pages are unlikely to be accessed.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the Z7YP approach for two
different values of ThresPerc and vaying Pu1lBW settings as pages
are incrementallytruncatedfrom the push schedule. The push programis made smaUer by first chopping pages from the thid (slowest) disk until it is completely eliminated and then dropping pages
fmm the second (intermediate) disk. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show
the case when Z’PP does not use a threshold (Z’hresPem= O%) and
when using a Z’hresPerc of 35??0 respectively for a lightly loaded
(ThinklimeRatio = 25) system. At the left of the x-axis, the push
schedule is fully intscL while at the far ngh~ the third disk is removed and 200 pages are dropped from the second disk. Recall that
the third disk has a size of 500 pages. The main point that these
figures show is that if pages are to be removed from the bmadcas~
then adequate pull bandwidth must be provided to aUow clients to
obtain those pages.
The performance of Pure-Pull and Pure-Push are independent

‘The linefor Pure-Pull is
with tbe x-axis.
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not visible

in Figures 7(a) and 7(3) because of overlap

ZPP lines between ThinklImeRatio of 25 and 50. If the system
is underutifized, chopping more pages makes sense since there is
enough pull bandwidth to serve client requests. Once the system
saturates (beyond Think7tmeRalio of 25), the performance hit due
to dropped requests and the “safety net” of the push schedule cause
the order of the ZPP algorithms to invert on the right-hand side of
the graph from the ordering on the fightly loaded left-hand side.
As in the previous two experiments, while a restricted push
schedule cannot be expected to beat the best performance numbers of Pure-Push and Pure-Pull, the above results show that the
ZPP algorithm with an appropriately chosen subset to be broadcast(along with proper values of threshold and pull bandwidth),
can provide consistently good performance over the entire range of
server load.

not be able to pu~ non-broadcast pages and there is no upper-bound
on the latency for those pages provided by the push. Using a threshold with the “chopped disk’ can help considerably since all nonbmadcast pages pass the threshold filter and the effect is to reserve
more of the backchrmnel capability for those pages.
We also studied the effect of differences in access patterns in
studies of warm-up times and noise. For warm-up, in a lightly
loaded system, Pure-Pull warms up fastest while in a heavily
loaded system, Pure-Push does best. In general, a client wifl warm
up quicker if other clients are in a similar state. Disagreement in access patterns is represented by Noise. We showed that for a lightly
loaded system, Noise has little impact since clients can pull what
they need; however, for a heavily loaded system, Noise has a large
negative impact. ZPP saturates earlier, but is overafl less sensitive
to noise because of the “safety net” effect of the scheduled bmadCast.

4.4

5

schedule pages is again apparent here in the crossover

Summary

among the

of Results

We have seen that when there is little or no contention at the server,
pulling pages using the backchannel with no server push (PurePtdf) is the best strategy. If the serveris lightly loaded, afl requests
get queued and are serviced much faster than the average latency
of pages on the Broadcast Disk. At the other extxeme(typically at
the right-handside of the response time graphs), the server is saturated and the probability of a backcbannel request being dropped
is extremely high. Consequently, in this region, the best strategy is
to use Pure-Push since it prvvides a “safety net” and puts an upper bound on the delay for any page. The asymme!ry is extreme
enough to make Pure-Pull ineffective justifying the intuition that
push-based techniques are best suited for highly asymmetric settings.
Use of either of the two “pure” algorithms in a system with
widely varying loads can Iead to significant degradation of perfonm-rnce since they fail to scale once the load moves away from
their niche domain. Consequently, we introduced the TPP algorithm, a merge between the two exbemes of Pure-Pull and PurePush to provide reasonably consistent performance over the entire
spectrum of system load. Since ZPP suffers the same bottleneck
problems of any pull based approach, we studied three techniques
to improve its scalability and performance by minimizing the time
spent in saturation.
The first approach is to adjust the pull bandwidth. Increasing it
might move the server away from saturation since the rate at which
the queue is serviced also increases. However, the downside of increasing pull bandwidth is the reduction in the push bandwidth,
slowing the bruadcast delivery and introducing a fundamental
tradeoff. The limiting cases of this are Pure-PuU (PufUIW=100%)
and Pure-Push (PtdlBW=OYo). An interesting observation about
pull bandwidth is that while lower values of Pu1lBW (e.g., 30%) do
not produce the best results when the system is lightly loaded, neither do they produce the worst results when the system is heavily
loaded and thus, are suited for systems with dynamic loads.
Another way to achieve the goal of delaying saturation is the
use of a threshold. Instead of flooding the server with every possible miss, clients use discretion by only requesting their most “expensive” ones. This has the effect of delaying the point at which
the server queue saturates.
The final technique that we described for avoiding saturation is
one in which successively larger pieces are chopped off the slowest
part of the broadcast schedule to increase the available bandwidth
for pull. Since PuUBW essentially predetermines the split between
pull and push bandwidth allocations, we must increase PuUBW in
order to reafize a benefit from this approach. This technique has
the disadvantage that if there is not enough bandwidth dedicated to
pufled pages, performance can degrade sevenAy since clients wilf

Related Work

The basic idea of managing broadcast data has been investigated
by a number of projects [Amma85, Herm87, Giff90, Bowe92,
Imie94A Imie94b]. Our work on Broadcast Disks dtiers from
these in that we consider multi-level disks and their relationship
to cache management. In [Acha95a], we proposed an algorithm to
generate Broadcast Disk programs and demonstrated the need for
cost-based caching in this environment. In [Acha96a], we showed
how opportunistic prefetching by the client can significantly impmve performance over demanddriven caching. More recently, in
[Acha96b], we studied the influence of volatile data on the client
performance and showed that the Broadcast Disk environment is
very robust in the presence of updates.
The Datacycle Project ~owe92, Herm87] at Bellcore investigated the notion of using a repetitive broadcast medium for
database storage and query processing. An early effort in information broadcasting, the Boston Community Information System
(BCIS) is described in [GitWO]. BCIS broadcast news articles
and informationover an FM channel to clients with personal computers specialfy equipped with radio receivers. Both DataCycle
and BCIS used a flat disk approach. The mobility group at Rutgers ~e94%
Irnie94b] has done significant work on data broadcasting in mobile environments, A main focus of their work has
been to investigate novel ways of indexing in order to reduce power
consumption at the mobile clients. Some recent applications of
dissemination-based systems include information dissemination on
the Internet [Yan95, Best96], Advanced Traveler Information Systems [Shek96] and dissemination using satellite networks [Dao96].
Work by Imielinski and Viswanathan ~e94c,
Vish94] is more
closely related to the results we report here, in terms of studying
the trade-offs between pull and push in a broadcast environment.
They list a number of possible intermediate data delivery options
between the two extremes of pure-pull and pure-push. They proposean algorithm to split the database into a “publication” group
and an “ondemand” group in order to mhdmize the number of uplink requests while constraining the response time to be below a
predefine upper limit Though similar in spirit to Experiment 3
(Section 4.3), the goal of our work is different in that we try to find
the best response time for the clien~ while budgeting the use of the
backchannel. However, the biggest difference is in the model of
the server. They use an MIN1/1 queuing model for the backchannel which when unstable, aflows a queue of infinite length. Our
environment is not accurately captured by an M./M/l queue. Requests and service times are not memoryless, due to caching and
the interleaving of push and pull slots dictated by PullBW, Also,
the server in our model uses a bounded queue, which drops requests if it becomes full. Another key difference between the models is that in our environmen~ any page can be pulled through
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the backchannel as long as its delay is greaterthan the threshold.
Jn [Jmie94c. Vish94], only pages in the “on-demand” group can
be requested over the back channel. They also assume an implicit
symmetric model where both theback andthefrontchannelsharea
common medium. Thus, while thereis a conflation between their
results and ours when their model is stable (corresponding to a low
Thinki’lmeR~io in this work), in general, those results are not directly applicable here.
There has also been work on broadcasting in Teletex systems
[Amma85, Wong88]. [Wong88] presents an overview of some of
the analytical studies on one-way, two-way and hybrid broadcast
in this framework. However, as in ~e94c,
Vish94], their server
models are significantly different fmm ours
6

and matched,

so that the most appropriate mechanism

can be used

for each type of data flow in the system.
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